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Differential Pay and Shift/Rest Days 

 

PURPOSE  

This regulation establishes procedures to administer shift differential pay and applies only to Harlandale Police 

Officers and Dispatchers who are assigned specifically to  “B” or “C” shifts. Procedures for shift and rest days selection 

are also provided.  

Definition  

Shift Differential Pay – Additional pay as approved by Harlandale ISD, for work hours scheduled during a second “B” or 

third “C” shift.  “A” shift does not qualify for a differential pay rate. 

General 

Harlandale Police Department is a 24 hour 7 day per week department. There are 3 shifts (A, B, and C) and each shift has 

positions tied to assigned rest days and may be amended by the Chief of Police, as required by manpower or district 

demands.  Having a 24/7 department establishes organizational consistency and equality of operations in order to 

maintain the high standards and goals of the department.   

All police officers are employed to patrol district property to protect all students, personnel, and visitors from physical 

harm and prevent property loss due to theft or vandalism. All police officers are to enforce all laws including municipal 

ordinances, county, state, and federal laws. All police officers are on call 24 hours per day. 

Differential pay for “B” and “C” shifts will go into effect on August 1, 2021. B shift differential pay includes an additional 

$1.25 per hour and C shift differential pay includes an additional $2.50 per hour. The flex supervisor and dispatcher for B 

and C shifts will receive an additional $1.90 per hour.  

Differential pay is authorized for an employee who is permanently assigned to a qualifying B or C shift even while on 

approved leave with pay. B and C shift Officers who are assigned overtime events are paid at a blended rate. Blended 

rates are a combination of non-qualified and qualified shift differential rates. If an officer or dispatcher from a non-

qualifying “A” shift is assigned to cover “B” or “C” shifts due to an absence or because of manpower demands, that 

officer or dispatcher will receive the differential pay for hours that blended outside of their assigned shift.   

PROCEDURES  
 
During the 2021 implementation phase, Officers assigned to C shift for the majority of the 2020-2021 school year will be 
asked if they would like to remain on “C” shift for the 2021-2022 school year. If they elect to remain on C shift, they will 
be given an option as to which “C” shift position (C-1 to C-4) they would like to be assigned. If multiple C shift officers 
elect to remain on C shift, their names will be put into a C shift pool to determine which officer will select first. All shift 
positions are tied to specific rest days and are not tied to specific locations or duties. C shift officers who do not want to 
remain on C shift will be put into the pool and will select their shift when their name is randomly selected.  
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After all C shift Officers have made their selection, Officers assigned to B shift for the majority of the 2020-2021 school 
year will be asked if they would like to remain on “B” shift for the 2021-2022 school year. If they elect to remain on B  
shift, they will be given the option as to which “B” shift position (B1 to B-4) they would like to be assigned. If multiple B 
shift officers elect to remain on B shift, their names will be put into a B shift pool to determine which officer will select 
first. Shift positions are tied to specific rest days and are not tied to specific locations or duties. B shift officers who do 
not want to remain on B shift will be put into the pool and select their shift when their name is randomly selected.  
 
Due to the fact that dispatchers only have one person assigned per shift, dispatchers will choose their shift when their 
name is randomly selected.   
 
After Officers who were on C and B shifts for the 2020-2021 school year have selected their assignments, all remaining 
officers will then have their names selected randomly and they will select their shift position from any shift positions 
available. Shift positions are tied to specific rest days and are not tied to specific locations or duties. This process will 
continue until every officer’s name has been randomly selected and they have chosen the shift position they prefer.  If 
an employee is not present, the employee has the option of emailing the Chief of Police, at least 48 hours before the 
meeting, the name of a person who will serve as their proxy. The designated proxy will select the shift position for that 
employee when their name is selected. If a proxy is not selected, the Chief of Police will select the shift position for the 
employee who is absent.  
 
For the 2022-2023 school year and beyond, all shift positions (A, B, and C) will be chosen by each officer/dispatcher 
when their name is randomly selected. All shift selections will occur at an announced mandatory department meeting. If 
an employee is not present, the employee has the option of emailing the Chief of Police, at least 48 hours before the 
meeting, the name of a person who will serve as their proxy. The designated proxy will select the shift position for that 
employee when their name is selected. If a proxy is not selected, the Chief of Police will select the shift position for the 
employee who is absent.  
 
Administrative staff shift positions are assigned by the Chief of Police. The Chief of Police has final authority to alter 
assignments for all department employees based on manpower and district demands.  
 
If a shift becomes available due to a resignation or retirement, the shift assignment  will be filled with a new 
hire/incoming officer and will be in effect for the remainder of the school year. The Chief of Police has final authority to 
alter assignments for all department employees based on manpower and district demands.  
 
 
 
 


